SC150: Sculpture I
Randy McIver and Peter Mühlhäusler

Cost of materials: $199.00 + tax

First Project  Skull

Supplies for drawing exercise on first day of class. **One sheet of drawing paper 18” x 24”, 24” ruler, (best if numbers are flush with ends of ruler), drawing board and a pencil.**

Please bring armature supplies to first class.
- 16” x 16” x 3/4” plywood
- Two 16” runners (1” by 2” strips)
- ½” flange
- ½” pipe 6” long
- ¼” aluminum wire (one roll)
- 1/16” aluminum wire (one roll)
- Four sets of ¼” bolt, nuts and washers
- Box of 1 1/4” nails or wire brads
- One 10” calipers
- Klean Klay – marked F for firm – enough for life-sized skull/four blocks
- Students need an assortment of modeling tools. Each student will need one knife-edge shaped modeling tool, one chisel shaped modeling tool (flat edge perpendicular to handle) and one saw-tooth shaped modeling tool (teeth on a straight edge perpendicular to handle).
- Three metal rakes small, medium and large with wooden handles. They are expensive, so why not start with a small rake.

Second Project  Planar Head (13 ½” height)

- 16” x 16” x ¾” plywood
- Two 16” runners (1” by 2” strips)
- ½” flange
- ½” x 3/8” bushing
- 3/8” pipe 6” long
- 1/16” aluminum wire (one roll)
- 3/8” aluminum wire (two feet) *
- Toilet float
- Box of 1 1/4” nails or wire brads
- Four sets of ¼” bolts, nuts and washers
- Klean Klay (marked F for firm)

Third Project  Life-Sized Portrait (Use same armature supplies as Planar Head)
If you want your portrait head to sit higher from base use a 3/8” pipe 8” or longer.